KNITTED FABRICS

In Knitted Fabric range Acme cover basics (Single Jersey, Rib, Interlock), Auto-stripers, Jacquards, Drop Needle, Computerized Jacquards, Lycras & Fleece fabrics. The Fabrics are in 100% Cotton to 100% polyester & various blends of cotton, viscose, polyester, terry, Lycra, Lurex, and their blends.

**COUNTS:** 16s, 18s, 20s, 24s, 30s, 32s, 34s, 38s, 40s, 50s in Combed & Carded

**GUAGE:** 18gg/20gg/24gg/28gg/32gg

**DIAMETER:** As per buyer’s requirements

**WIDTHS:** Tubular and open width forms, also in body size tubular forms

**GSM, Stitch length & Slit line / selvedge as per buyer’s requirement.**

**MATERIAL DESCRIPTION:**

**Jersey**
Light, Medium, Heavy, Crape, Honeycomb, Squared Pique, Seersucker, Herringbone, Lycra S/J and many more.
Fleece, Terry/French, Textured

**Rib**
Plain Rib/Structured Rib with/without Lycra/1 x 1, 2 x 1, 2 x 2 Rib

**Interlock**
Waffle, Mini Waffle, Polo, Chain Waffle, Mini Thermal/Other 8’ Lock Structures.

**SPECIAL KNITTED FABRICS:**

The above fabric ranges are from High end technology knitting machines like Mayer & Cie, Terrot, Monarch, Pailung
FINISHED KNITTED FABRICS

Finished knitted fabrics include Piece Dyed, Yarn Dyed and mercerized/non mercerized in tubular and open width form.

Along with the wide range of counts & knitted structures/ patterns, we offer you finished fabrics in the various categories as:

Designs

Designs with yarn dyed patterns like Feeder Stripes, Auto Stripes including Engineered Placement Stripes in Single Jersey, Pique, Structures and Mini Jacquard derivatives.

Finishes

We offer chemical finishes like cotton soft, bio wash, active fresh, anti microbial, moisture management, stain repellant and stain release.

SPECIAL FINISHES: Durable softener, resin finish (wrinkle resistant), UV Protection, Antibacterial, Teflon, Stain Resistant, Water Repellent, Fire Retardant etc

Product development / Sampling

We are well versed with the new developments in patterns, designs, finishes and take a step further to advice buyer with the new developments along with sampling.